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Year-End
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% of Projected
Actuals to
Revised Bud

Portland Bureau of Emergency Management
EXPENDITURES
Personnel Services

$1,655,183

$1,137,192

$1,653,769

100%

External Materials and Services

$960,618

$224,702

$960,618

100%

Internal Materials and Services

$682,131

$449,053

$682,131

100%

$3,297,932

$1,810,947

$3,296,518

100%

Intergovernmental Revenues

$44,921

$26,012

$44,921

100%

Interagency Revenue

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

100%

$0

$330

$330

0%

General Fund Discretionary

$1,393,545

$0

$1,391,801

100%

General Fund Overhead

$1,849,466

$0

$1,849,466

100%

$3,297,932

$36,342

$3,296,518

100%

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
REVENUES

Miscellaneous

TOTAL REVENUES

Bureau Projection Narrative
General Fund:
Projections are on track.
Grants:
Serveral grants are multi-year grants. Therefore, the budget was loaded at full funding amounts vs actual expenditure amounts
due to appropriation authorization.
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Service Area

Public Safety

Public Safety

Public Safety

Public Safety

Bureau Name

Portland Bureau of
Emergency
Management
Portland Bureau of
Emergency
Management

Decision
Package Title

FY 2015-16
Carryover: NHM
Planner
ECC O&M Cost
True Up

Package Description

Funded in

Year Funded:

Package
Funding

Package
FTE

Package
Status

The NHM Planner supports the Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan which is a
strategy to reduce the City's exposure to natural hazard risk by systematically
identifying vulnerabilities and reducing them over time with focused capital
investments.

FY 2016-17
Adopted Budget

FY 2016-17

35,066

0.33 Complete

ECC Operations and Maintenance are ongoing support for ECC.

FY 2016-17
Adopted Budget

FY 2016-17

6,160

Complete

The Volunteer Programs Developer (Assistant Program Specialist) is
responsible for a range of duties that support PBEM’s volunteer programming
and outreach activities, including organizing, managing, and providing training
to all designated BEECN volunteers (minimum 474 volunteers) to instruct them
on safe and effective practices and procedures to deploy the BEECN following
an earthquake; providing BEECN exercise and drill opportunities to keep
volunteers confident and competent in the skills needed to deploy in the event
of a disaster; ensuring that caches and cache supplies and equipment are
replenished and replaced as needed and as resources permit; and, ensuring
that caches receive routine testing and maintenance as required; completing all
Portland Bureau of
documentation and instructions for BEECN operations; maintaining
Assistant Program Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with property owners that host
Emergency
FY 2016-17
Specialist
Management
BEECN caches; and additionally supports the NET Program.
Adopted Budget
Portland Bureau of
Emergency
Satellite Phones
The redundant satellite communication systems and online crisis management FY 2016-17
Management
and Grant Backfill information systems support the operation of ECC.
Adopted Budget

FY 2016-17

77,779

1.00 Complete

FY 2016-17

62,000

Complete

Continuity of Operations (COOP) planning is an essential element of
government preparedness. A COOP plan is a framework to continue essential
functions following a disruptive event such as a building fire, strike, or
earthquake.

Portland Bureau of FY 2015-16
Carryover: COOP
Emergency
Planner
Management

Public Safety

FY 2016-17
Adopted Budget
The Survey & Public Messaging is for surveying purposes, including a Public
Messaging Survey as well as other survey needs. These funds will be used to
design and conduct public opinion research to better understand the hazards
FY 2015-16
of concern to Portland residents and the motivations for, and barriers to,
Portland Bureau of Carryover: Survey greater preparedness. The survey will also seek to understand how different
& Public
Emergency
neighborhoods or demographic groups have different concerns, motivations, or FY 2016-17
Messaging
Management
barriers.
Adopted Budget

Public Safety

The Volunteer Programs Developer (Assistant Program Specialist) is
responsible for a range of duties that support PBEM’s volunteer programming
and outreach activities, including organizing, managing, and providing training
to all designated BEECN volunteers (minimum 474 volunteers) to instruct them
on safe and effective practices and procedures to deploy the BEECN following
an earthquake; providing BEECN exercise and drill opportunities to keep
volunteers confident and competent in the skills needed to deploy in the event
of a disaster; ensuring that caches and cache supplies and equipment are
replenished and replaced as needed and as resources permit; and, ensuring
that caches receive routine testing and maintenance as required; completing all
Portland Bureau of FY 2015-16
documentation and instructions for BEECN operations; maintaining
FY 2016-17
Emergency
Carryover: BEECN Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with property owners that host
Management
Program Specialist BEECN caches; and additionally supports the NET Program.
Adopted Budget

Public Safety

Package Update
The City’s Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan was adopted by Council in October and accepted by FEMA in November.
This was a project funded with PDM grant and general fund match. FEMA’s review noted that this plan was
exceptional in its efforts to address equity in natural hazard mitigation, and they asked to share PBEM’s contact
information with jurisdictions in other regions that were developing an equity approach. FEMA’s acceptance makes
the City eligible for additional pre-disaster mitigation grants. PBEM is on track and currently working on the closeout
of this grant with the state.

ECC O&M Cost True up is complete and costs paid.

As of today, the BEECN assistant program specialist placed 31 BEECN caches into the community with 318
residents trained on BEECN and 132 volunteers assigned to BEECN sites. He conducted two quarterly BEECN
system test that involved 22 BEECN locations and 15 fire stations. Maintenance was conducted on over 10
BEECN caches to fix problems identified at tested sites. A new BEECN cache was purchased by citizens through
the BEECN assistant program specialist who also integrated it into the program. 16,000 BEECN postcards were
produced in four languages.

Satellite Phones costs are trued up and costs paid.
As of July 2017, all CoP bureaus have adequate COOP plans and all have been migrated into cloud-based COOP
software. Nine bureau COOP plans are comprehensive and exemplary. BTS has updated the City’s Vital Records.
All bureaus are being individually coached to update their bureau-level Vital Record and Resource information by
migrating this updated Citywide information into bureau COOP plans. A Citywide COOP committee has been
meeting for several months to guide the update of the 2013 Citywide COOP framework. Part I has been revised
and reviewed; Part II is now in draft stage. In addition, BDS and BIBS-Facilities (convened by COOP planner) have
agreed on their responsibilities for specific buildings in post-EQ damage assessments. Monthly Citywide COOP
meetings focus on different topics setting clear expectations and ironing out differences. The committee has
completed one (and will complete another) exercise to prioritize Essential Functions of the 8 public safety and
public infrastructure bureaus. This work will smooth the way for important decisions in the wake of a catastrophic
event. The major work for bureau COOP planners in the fall of 2017 is to write the Concept of Operations for their
COOP plan.

FY 2016-17

FY 2016-17

FY 2016-17

122,139

80,000

30,323

1.00 Complete

Complete

The research and survey are complete and the report is posted to the PBEM website:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/73802. The work was presented to regional emergency managers and to
the City’s Disaster Policy Council. It will inform the work of the newly created Planning and Community Resilience
Section at PBEM.

Complete

As of today, the BEECN assistant program specialist placed 31 BEECN caches into the community with 318
residents trained on BEECN and 132 volunteers assigned to BEECN sites. He conducted two quarterly BEECN
system test that involved 22 BEECN locations and 15 fire stations. Maintenance was conducted on over 10
BEECN caches to fix problems identified at tested sites. A new BEECN cache was purchased by citizens through
the BEECN assistant program specialist who also integrated it into the program. 16,000 BEECN postcards were
produced in four languages.

Service Area

Public Safety

Public Safety

Public Safety
Public Safety

Public Safety

Public Safety

Bureau Name

Decision
Package Title

Package Description

The Volunteer Programs Developer (Assistant Program Specialist) is
responsible for a range of duties that support PBEM’s volunteer programming
Portland Bureau of Assistant Program and outreach ac+vi+es. This includes the following:
Emergency
Spec. - BEECN
1.Basic Earthquake Emergency Communica+on Node (BEECN
Management
Program
Program
Continuity of Operations (COOP) planning is an essential element of
Portland Bureau of Coordinator government preparedness. A COOP plan is a framework to continue essential
Emergency
Continuity
functions following a disruptive event such as a building fire, strike, or
Management
Operations Plan
earthquake. All City bureaus are ex
Carryover Funds: NHMP - $25,000 CENS - $33,000 Survey - $80,000
Portland Bureau of FY 2014-15
Emergency
Carryover- PBEM
Management
General Fund

Funded in

Year Funded:

PBEM has an existing contract in which the original PO for the contract was
New Encumbrance not opened for full contract amount. Technical adjustment to account for entire
contract amount.
Request
Requesting $70K in contingency from salary savings previously set aside for
Contingency
anticipated gap in grant funding. This will serve to pay for technology services
Funding
previously covered by the grant.
$29,000 is requested to fund a research paper in relation to fossil-fuel tank
best practices around seismic risks. With the Council adoption of a fossil zone
terminal zoning amendment, one of the implementation recommendations
directed PBEM and the Office of Government Relations to “develop proposals
for State building code changes to improve seismic resilience and require
seismic upgrades comparable to proposed requirements on unreinforced
masonry buildings” and further proposed that “City Bureaus, including the
Bureau of Development Services, PBEM, and Fire Bureau, shall work with the
State of Oregon to require seismic upgrades of storage tanks within a firm
deadline for replacement of older, unsafe tanks”. PBEM was allocated $29,000
to contract with PSU for a research paper on best practices. This white paper,
based on a review of field reconnaissance reports of observed damage to
tanks in earthquakes around the world, would serve as the initial phase before
pursuing either a cost-benefit analysis of reasonable mitigation measures or
Portland Bureau of fossil-fuel tank
Emergency
inventory/assessm further seismic vulnerability assessments.
Management
ent project
A 1% budget cut of $25,081 will significantly affect PBEM's ability to operate all
programs, including the Emergency Coordination Center (ECC). The bureau's
current budget has been reduced to an extent it does not adequately fund
programs beyond Personnel Services. A portion of the reduction will come from
a decrease in the bureau's contribution to the Regional Disaster Preparedness
Organization (RDPO), which will be offset by contributions from other
jurisdictions in the greater Portland region.

Package
FTE

Package
Status

Package Update

FY 2015-16
Adopted Budget FY 2015-16

$

98,846

1.00 Complete

Assistant Program Specialist is on board and is assisting with recruitment and development of volunteers as well
as providing training in skills needed to deploy following an earthquake. This position is also in charge of
developing basic ground-work for the Campus Community Emergency Response team and assists with community
outreach and planning.

FY 2015-16
Adopted Budget FY 2015-16

$

122,139

1.00 Complete

This position has been hired and has a start date of September 15, 2016

FY 2015-16
Adopted Budget FY 2015-16

Portland Bureau of
Emergency
Management
Portland Bureau of
Emergency
Management

Package
Funding

FY 2016-17 Fall
BMP

FY 2016-17

FY 2016-17 Fall
BMP

FY 2016-17

$

Complete

NHMP was completed as stated.The CENs was completed as stated. The research and survey are complete and
the report is posted to the PBEM website: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/73802. The work was
presented to regional emergency managers and to the City’s Disaster Policy Council. It will inform the work of the
newly created Planning and Community Resilience Section at PBEM.

30,622

Complete

Contract successfully paid and closed.

70,000

Complete

Grant funding was reduced by $100,000. Technology Services are being paid on schedule.

PBEM is meeting with Oregon Solutions to see if they can sponsor joint fact-finding and a collaborative process to
address this issue. The bureau is not confident that the scope for a viable project will be completed before the end
of the fiscal year. PBEM is disappointed with the progress on this and is unlikely to ask for another carryover.

138,000

-

FY 2016-17 Fall
BMP

FY 2016-17

29,000

In Progress

FY 2017-18

(8,000)

Complete

Public Safety

Portland Bureau of General Fund
Emergency
Reduction
Management
Package 1

The impact of this reduction package is that PBEM will have to reduce external
materials and services for programs including: Basic Earthquake Emergency
Communication Node (BEECN), the Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET)
program, training for ECC responders, community outreach and education, and
will impact the bureau's ability to conduct outreach to vulnerable communities
and communities of color. Without programmatic funds, the bureau cannot: 1)
replace equipment for BEECN 2) purchase helmets, vests and other personal
protective equipment for trained NET volunteers 3) develop educational
material for public education and public outreach or translate documents into
Safe Harbor languages 4) enter into professional services contracts for
assistance with policy and program development 5) develop GIS-supported
maps for emergency response plans or 6) introduce or expand advanced and
refresher training for community volunteers. If PBEM no longer receives EMPG
or other federal funding, this budget reductions will be even more drastic and
will require is to reduce the BEECN Assistant Program Specialist position to .5 FY 2017-18
FTE.
Adopted Budget

Public Safety

Portland Bureau of
Emergency
NET Program
Management
Expansion

Dollars for 2 FTE and External Materials

FY 2017-18
Adopted Budget FY 2017-18

326,271

2.00 In Progress

This reduction was taken and RDPO has covered those funds.
The two FTEs associated with the package were hired in January 2018 and personnel training is nearly complete.
At present, PBEM is convening a NET class of over 300 trainees and expects to train 450-500 altogether before
Fiscal year end.

Decision
Package Title

Service Area

Bureau Name

Public Safety

Federal Grant
Portland Bureau of Backfill for
Emergency
Ongoing
Management
Operations

Package Description
Funded in
The Portland Bureau of Emergency Management (PBEM) has had to
increasingly rely on grant funds to offset repeated reductions in the bureau's
general fund allocation. In recent years, the grant amounts awarded by Federal
and State grantor agencies have decreased due to a shrinking pool of
available dollars coupled with an increase in the number of organizations
competing for these scarce resources. This fiscal year alone, PBEM received a
26% reduction in Emergency Management Performance Grant funding. PBEM
has been able to close this gap through utilization of salary savings due to
unfilled positions for FY 2016-17. However, as grant funds continue to
decrease, PBEM must now seek general fund dollars in order to minimize
current service level disruptions and dependence on grant funds. The amount
requested only closes PBEM's current service level gap. However, as Portland
continues to see more regular ECC activations due to natural hazards and
other disruptions to essential city functions; as well as an increased demand
for services, PBEM will still be at a shortfall and unable to financially support its
adopted strategic plan. This decision package is even more critical as the fate
of several grant programs the bureau currently receives: Emergency
Management Performance Grant, Urban Areas Security Initiative, Pre-Disaster
Mitigation Grant and State Homeland Security Program are in jeopardy given
the President's Executive Order regardgn sanctuary cities.PBEM is requesting
$305,087 in order to maintain current service levels without dependence on
grant funds. The grants awarded to PBEM have supplemented previous
budgets for technology, rent, and personnel salaries. Items covered without
these dollars are: 14 permanent full time employees and approximately 38% of
FY 2017-18
operational expenses, not including any cuts that might be requested of this
bureau.
Adopted Budget

Public Safety

FY 2016-17
Portland Bureau of Carryover: Map
Emergency
Your
Management
Neighborhood

FY 2016-17 Spring BMP Carryover. Map Your Neighborhood and Citywide
Mailer: PBEM’s 2017-2020 Strategic Plan Goal #3 calls on the bureau to
“Foster connected and resilient neighborhoods” by building local leadership
capacity, engaging in culturally appropriate ways, and using effective, researchbacked messages. PBEM is currently completing a statistically-valid opinion
survey about motivations and barriers to preparedness. The next step in
strategic plan goal, is to “Develop a workbook “toolkit” for disaster resilience
planning and incorporate best practices from other jurisdictions and research
data.” PBEM will also develop a citywide mailer that includes a map of the City
showing areas of natural hazard risk (e.g. landslide zones), natural hazard
mitigation efforts (e.g. floodplain restoration areas), and emergency response
resources (BEECNs and fire stations). The other side of the mailer will include
a fillable mini-disaster plan and information about how to register for public
alerts and engage further in community resilience efforts. The mailer will
promote Map Your Neighborhood, NET, and BEECN. It will reach all Portland FY 2017-18
residents.
Adopted Budget

Public Safety

Carryover from the FY 2016-17 Spring BMP. The City provides many essential
services to the public; these services must be continued or resumed quickly
following a disruptive event. All Portlanders will benefit from the continuation of
essential services following a disaster. The City has improved its emergency
planning in the past few years. However, many City bureaus are still struggling
to develop adequate continuity of operations programs. PBEM proposes to
continue the position of citywide Continuity of Operations (COOP) Planner for
an additional year. The cost for extending the position for an additional year is
Portland Bureau of FY 2016-17
$128,814. This planner is a subject-matter expert who serves as a resource to
Emergency
Carryover: COOP all bureaus and supports the development of citywide policies and processes FY 2017-18
Management
that promote resilient provision of services.
Planner
Adopted Budget

Year Funded:

FY 2017-18

Package
Funding

305,087

Package
FTE

Package
Status

Package Update

Complete

This decision package was a general fund ongoing increase for PBEM's operations.

Note: the funding provided was sufficient to move forward on the "toolkit" but not to produce a citywide mailer
(postage and printing would be about $100K).

FY 2017-18

50,000

In Progress

We are presently negotiating a contract with three community groups, Latino Network, Voz, and Asian Pacific
American Network of Oregon (APANO) to develop content for our toolkit. We expect to encumber the funds this
17/18 fiscal year. This is an exciting partnership as we are working with groups who are experienced in organizing
underserved communities and are uniquely qualified to assist in developing a more "universal" outreach toolkit.
In the last year our citywide COOP planner has helped all bureaus to move their COOP plans into the BOLD
software system, convened the buerau COOP planners quarterly and provided one-on-one consulting as they
refine their plans, and facilitated an update of the citywide COOP plan, relying on a citywide committee of subject
matter experts. The Disaster Policy Council reviewed citywide essential functions at their last meeting, and is
expected to approve the updated citywide COOP at their next (July) meeting.

FY 2017-18

125,814

1.00 In Progress

Much remains to be done on citywide COOP planning; processes and procedures need to be developed in OMF
facilities, Fleet, Procurement, Human Resources, Risk, and other areas of citywide concern. However, we have
completed a significant and discrete body of work this year.

Service Area

Bureau Name

Decision
Package Title

Package Description

Funded in

Year Funded:

Package
Funding

Package
FTE

Package
Status

Package Update

29,000

In Progress

PBEM is meeting with Oregon Solutions to see if they can sponsor joint fact-finding and a collaborative process to
address this issue. The bureau is not confident that the scope for a viable project will be completed before the
end of the fiscal year. PBEM is disappointed with the progress on this and is unlikely to ask for another carryover.

43,000

0.50 In Progress

FY 2016-17 Spring BMP Carryover. When Portland City Council adopted a
fossil fuel terminal zoning amendment in 2016, they directed PBEM and the
Office of Government Relations to “develop proposals for State building code
changes to improve seismic resilience and require seismic upgrades
comparable to proposed requirements on unreinforced masonry buildings” and
charged City Bureaus, including the Bureau of Development Services, PBEM,
and Fire Bureau to “work with the State of Oregon to require seismic upgrades
of storage tanks within a firm deadline for replacement of older, unsafe tanks.”
PBEM was allocated $29,000 to contract with a university for a research paper
on best practices for retrofits. This white paper, based on a review of field
reconnaissance reports of observed damage to tanks in earthquakes around
the world, would serve as the initial phase before pursuing either a cost-benefit
analysis of reasonable mitigation measures or further seismic vulnerability
assessments. Developing of this information is an objective of PBEM’s current
strategic plan, as is the follow-on task, to use this data to “advocate for a
Critical Energy Infrastructure (CEI) Hub resiliency working group. “

Public Safety

Public Safety

Portland Bureau of FY 2016-17
Emergency
Carryover: Energy
Management
Infrastruct. Study

Portland Bureau of
Limited Term
Emergency
Admin Assistant
Management

The seismic resilience of the Critical Energy Infrastructure (CEI) Hub in North
Portland is of statewide concern. This spring, the Oregon Legislature
introduced HB 2889, which establishes a Task Force on Secure Pipelines and
directs the task force to submit a report to the “interim committee on Legislative
Assembly related to emergency preparedness” no later than September 15,
2018. Given possible state-level action, PBEM would like to wait to finalize the
scope of this project. We still anticipate using the money to develop
recommendations about the CEI hub, but if a Task Force is created, we would
coordinate with it to increase the likelihood that our information will be acted
upon, and to avoid any duplication of efforts. The legislative session will likely
continue into July, so we would like to carryover these funds.

FY 2017-18
Adopted Budget FY 2017-18
Over the last year a new demand has emerged for the Sr. Program
Manager/Regional Disaster Preparedness Organization (RDPO) Manager to
support the RDPO Policy Committee, of which the City of Portland is a
member, in facilitating the development and implementation of an RDPO state
and federal legislative agenda on disaster preparedness and resilience
legislation. To support the increased work load, the Bureau would like to
create a limited term, part-time administrative assistant position funded with
RDPO grant funds. The cost of the half-time position is $43,000. No general
fund dollars are needed, RDPO grant funds are already available to fund this
position. An option to hire a contractor was considered, but creating the
proposed position was chosen as it offers greater value for funds invested and
continuity.The RDPO has two staff to support three separate and very active
committees, various special work groups and taskforces, and manage several
on-going projects. With the increased demand from the Policy Committee work
on the Sr. Program Manager/Regional Disaster Preparedness Organization
(RDPO) Manager’s time, there is much less available staff time to devote to
administrative activities such as the taking and distribution of meeting minutes,
securing of meeting venues, as well as other administrative tasks. The RDPO
has hired a Community Aide II to fulfill these duties in the current year. It is
during this time that the demands from the Policy Committee have increased
FY 2017-18
and it has become apparent that an on-going solution for administrative
support is needed.
Adopted Budget

FY 2017-18

Limited Term Admin Assistant has been hired and is working according to plan

